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This Information Lener infOllili the indll.'ltry of the North American Numbering Plan (NANP) odmini<trator's 
position on the long-standing issue of pub~c Jl(lo-LEC ISDN integration into the NANP. This position is 
issued in response to industry requests and in light of the recent inabi~ty of Standards Commiuee Tl to 
resolve the issue through its consensus process. 

OVERVIEW STATEMENT 

There has been nn telecommunications indiL'Itry consensus on North American Numbering Plan (NANP) 
principle.s or assignment guidelines/criteria for the short-term integration of public 1100-LEC !SONs into the 
10-digit format of the NANP, or to modify the NANP to identify destination ISDNs. The lack of con.<ensllS i< 
evident in the 4 years of inconclusive discussion under the auspice. of Committee Tl, including IW<l years of 
ISDN Numbering Forum (INF) meetings. Absent industry oon•ensus to modify the NANP principles, il: is the 
North American Numbering Plan administrator's (NANPA) oonclusion that those numbering ~onrces 
currently alloented to uon-LECs, Le~ line numbers in existiug geographic codes, be utilized for the short-term 
integration of public non-LEC ISDNs into the NANP. 

The NANPA has initiatOO n key project to develop a numbering plan proposal for the future ev<~lution of the 
NANP. We anticipate that this proposal ..;u offer a resolution to the issue of long-term public non-LEC 
ISDN iutegration into the NANP. 

ISSUE HISTORY 

In June of 1986, TIDl (now nst) reached "consensus that public lSDNs be integrated into the to-digit 
format of the North American Numbering Plan (NANP)" and requemd "the administrator of the NANP, by 
conseii5Uil in an open ind~ry forum, 10 recommend tbe appropriate method(s) Q{ integration." Bellcore, as 
the NANP Administrator, spon$01"ed r..., meetings (in both the United Slates and Canada) of the ISDN 
NUIIIbering Forum (INF) in response to the TlDl request. 

On <Xtober 19, 1987, Belloore informed the industry, in a letter to the TlDl Chairman, tbat "In BeUcore's 
view, consensus on a plan for the interim period is not aclrievable in a reasonable timeframe." Subsequently, 
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in a f><,cember 21, 1987 letter to the TlDt Chairman, Betkore illformed the induruy that "There are at 
present too many UDC<:rtaintles to focus on any one detailed recommendation directed to the long-tcnn 
[inregration]." 

The NANPA submitted a C<)<l(ribution (TtAG/SS-104, August 2, 198S) to C0tt1111ittee T1, ider(ifyiog and 
requesting Tl to address, • ... a technical/standards issue that requiTes resolution for the industry to reach 
consensus on the method of integrating public, non-LEC ISDNs into the North American Numberillg Plan 
(NANP)." The specific issue was to determiuc tbe length of the National Destination Code (NDC) for the 
identification of, and routing to, destination public non-LEC !SONs. The issue was assigned to the T1SL4 
Working Group for di&CUSSion. Discur.slo.n continued through the February 1990 meeting of the Working 
Group. In a June 7, t\l90 leuer to the NANPA, Mr. Ivor N. Knight - Chairman, Comminee Tl, stated that 
"On your issue of which digits in the NANP shall identify a particular destination public non-LEC ISDN, 
Committee T1 through its consemus process, has been unable to p<ovide a specific answer" and "This letter 
... p<ovides the final Tl input to you in respoiiSe to your contribution TIAG/88-104." 

ISSUE ANALYSIS 

In analyzing the issae of pub~c non·LEC ISDN integration into the NANP, multiple pC!{ential solutions were 
identified, oome of wbich would require modification of existing NANP principles, archirectlll"C, and/or 
assignment crireria. When such modification. are considered, it is incumbent upon the NANPA to seek 
answers to SP<=Cific questiOIIII: 

1. Is the proposed modification a technical standards issue? If "yes", then the participation of Committee 
Tl in the resolution of the issue is appropriate. 

2. Is there industry consensus on a resolution of the issue? 

3. Is there an urgent need for numbers? An wgent need for Dllmbers may force an expedient answer, 
wblle the lack ol urgency might suggest the need to eontinue to explore alternatives or to continue the 
use of existing principles, arebiteclllre and a•<igument criteria 

Based on the history ol this;..,...,, the answer to the first question should be ·,.,.·. It was Committee Tl that 
a=pted the issue of ISDN numbering ""d resolved, in 1986, that ISDNa should be integrated into the 
NANP. It was Committee T1 that, coincident with that rei!Olutioa, requested the NANPA to seek and 
recommend, through industry consensus, the method of noo-LEC integration into the NANP. Committee T1 
acc.epted, but could not resolve, the issue oootaioed in the NANPA contnbution TlAG/88-104. Despite this 
lengthy as.sociatinn between Committee T1 and the ISDN numbering issoe, ..,vera~ industry entities from 
disparate industry ..,gments have MSerted that NON-LEC integration is really a regulatory and busine.., issoe, 
not a t&:bnk;t! issue. The NANPA conclu&ion relative to the first question is that theft Ia oot iodostry 
COIISmSWI that this Ja a """'nlat] slaBdarl:la ls&oe. Tbis conclusion is based 011 industry discnssWn during the 
recent T1S1.4 dehDerations.. 

The answer to the second question is "no". Despil:e the disagreement as to whether there is a technical 
standards issue, the issue was discussed under the auspices of Committee T1 for 4 years with no clear 
oonsensus. Towards the end of the discussion in Working Group T1S1.4, the issue was being disc085Cd in the 
context of whether it was necessary to identify destination ISDNs. There was not "-005eJJ&us that it is 
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nece.<sary to identify de$tination !SONs nor has there been any new evidence presented of such a need and 
therefore, there ill BOt a pnssiJlll need to modlty the NANP to da so. 

In attempting to answer the question of whether there is an urgent need for numbers, the NANPA observe> 
that then: has been no demoruarated neM for number tC$01ltC.:S other than those ourrently available, nor bas 
there been a formal, written request from any public non-LEC for specif"' number resources for the provision 
of TSDN-based services. There also arc no report< that the p«>vision of !SON-based services has beon 
hampered by the lack of resolution of tW. issue or the lack of non-traditional NANP resources for public 
non-LECs. It is therefore the NANPA's conclusion that tbere Is no apparent UI'JieDC)' for noo-tr&dltional 
numbtr$ by non-LECs for the provision of ISDN-based services. 

In addition to these primary questions, there are other issues that have been identified during the 4 years of 
discussion: 

What is the quantity of number resources needed by the non-LECs for both the near-term and the long
term? Conse,.....tion is always a concern when resou,-ces are finite, but this conco:rn is particularly 
pertinent for the near-r.:.rm (pre-1995) when the NANP is about to exhaust its inventory of N 0/1 X 
formatted NPA codes. It is especially difficult in this en11iro=ent to justify the 8$Signment of entire code• 
to individual carriers (pot<:utially in the hundreds, based on the number of entities with C!Cs) without 
service description< and specific market fore<:asts for the !SON-based senices requiring NANP resources. 
Recovery of codes allocated prematurely is often a contentious process. 

What are the implementation/operations plans for the other uses of numbers- billing and routing? The 
optimal point at which to identify the mosr appropriate number resources for any app~cation is after aU 
technical and operatioru issues are resolved (e.g., billing, rooting, sign•lling, transmission, network 
interworking). 

Are the non-LECs, as ISDN providers, to be considered part of the geographic network, or is it their 
iruention to provide ISDN-based services on separate (non-geographic) networks? This unanswered 
questioo could be critical in determining the numberiag resources beSl snired for the non-LEG;' needs. 

Are the pnblic, non-LEC ISDN providers franchised to provide local evb•nge and exchange access 
senice? One of the principles of the NANP h" been that fuU and unlqll<l codes have only been assigned 
to those carriers so frltlchised. This is IT> obvious regulatory issnc that also bears on code efficiency, 
utilization, aud exhaust. 

Would the numberlDg resources be utilittd to identify transit carriers? CCITT Recommendation E.164, 
Numbering Pllm FlY /he ISDN Em, states, in paragraph 3.1 that "The procedu,-e for discriminatiOll 
betweell multiple transit RF'OAs/networb is not considered to be a destination address requiremenr and 
sbaU therefore be eWuded from the ISDN numbering arrangemmt. • 

Must of these issues were disC1!•"'d openly at the industry meetlng:s on ISDN numbering. but not a single one 
was resolved by industry consensus. 

When modifying the NANP and its admini•t:rative procedures, the Administ:raror first seeks to make changes 
with the woperation and OOflSeii$US of the iadustry. During the four years of debate on this topic, the 
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NANPA offered for telecommunica!i""" industry consideration several different numbering proposal.>. These 
proposals were oflerod to stimulate discussion or as a COlDpro:mise in an attempt to de-polarize the issue. As 
with all other proposal!;, those offered by the NANPA did not achieve industry consensrn. The NANP did not 
seek to impose any of lts numbering approaches on the indmtry, bur instead continnr.dto support industry 
dialogue on the issue until it became evident !hat consensus was not possible in a reasonable timeframe. 

CONCLUSION 

Withont a clear resolution of the above issues and without an urgent need for numbers, ll><re is no basis by 
which to change the principles, archirecrure, C>t •«ignment criteria of tbe NANP at this time. 

It is therefore the Administrator's conclusion that, for the near-term, pub~c non-LEC ISDN providers should 
be integrated into the NANP by the assignment of the same numbering resources utilized today for thcit 
inlegratlon into the PSTN, i.e., liDe numbers in existing geographic codes. 

For the long-tcm>, the Administrator is developing a numbering plan propo6ai for the future of the NANP. 
This proposal will be presented for industry discussion and oonsensw in 1992. This proposal will address the 
ISDN numbering nee<~.. of the entire telecommunications industry. 

W. M. Blalock 
Assistant Vice President 
Operation> Applications 


